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Abstract 

This paper analyzes the referral processes between a gatekeeping primary-care physician (PCP) 

and a specialist. Specialists provide superior treatment for some patients but are more costly than 

PCPs. Agency problems arise because diagnostic signals are private information of the 

physicians. Welfare optimizing contracts can call for a markup either to the PCP for treating 

patients without referral or to the specialist for referring patients back to the PCP. If the benefit of 

specialist treatment is uncertain, small markups for the specialist enhance welfare compared to a 

cost-based fee-for-service contract. Additionally, we consider how waiting costs for referrals 

affect our main results.  



Highlights 

- We study referrals between a PCP and a specialist. 

- Optimal payment system calls for markup for either immediate PCP treatment or for the 

specialist when she refers patients back to the PCP. 

- Markups for the specialist may be superior because of better rent efficiency. 



 

 



1 Introduction

An important topic in health care is that patients obtain diagnosis and treatment by the ap-
propriate provider. This often requires that providers refer patients to other providers. For
instance, in 2009, 9.3% of patient visits to US ambulatory physicians lead to a referral to an-
other physician (Barnett et al., 2012). The literature on referrals has shown that the extent
of appropriate referrals depends on provider incentives. If providers are paid by a capitation
scheme, they have an incentive to refer more patients than otherwise, since they can save on
their own costs by not treating the patient. Conversely, if providers are paid by fee-for-service
(FFS) payments, they are incentivized to (over-)treat patients themselves (Iversen and Lurås,
2000; Allard et al., 2011; Sarma et al., 2018). Not referring patients that would have greatly
benefited from a referral deteriorates patient’s outcomes (under-referral), whereas referring
patients who do not or only marginally benefit from a referral leads to unnecessary costs on
the health care system (over-referral). Empirically, there is evidence for both over- and under-
referrals (Mehrotra et al., 2011).

Previous literature has focused on the initial referral decision. This paper goes further and also
considers possible strategic decisions by the specialist to whom the patient is referred. The
specialist diagnoses the patient and decides whether to treat herself or to refer the patient back
to primary care. Primary care physicians (PCPs) can not be expected to be proficient enough in
every specialty to perfectly diagnose a patient’s health status. Therefore, some patients who do
not require specialist treatment may be referred anyways. Since treatment costs for specialists
are often higher than the costs of PCP treatment (Whittle et al., 1998; Harrold et al., 1999), it
can be efficient to refer the patient back to the PCP even if specialist treatment confers some
additional benefit over PCP treatment. Thus, both providers need to be incentivized to make
appropriate referral decisions.

We consider two information structures for the PCP’s diagnostic procedure. In our benchmark
case, the PCP is able to identify some low-severity patients while being unable to identify
high-severity patients. This is relevant if severe cases always exhibit specific symptoms. If a
symptom is not present, the PCP can conclude that the patient is not severely ill. In the second
alternative structure, by contrast, the PCP is able to identify some high-severity patients while
being unable to identify low-severity patients. This is relevant if the existence of specific
symptoms is highly indicative of the patient’s severe disease state but patients without those
symptoms may still be severely ill.

As PCPs can only imperfectly determine whether a patient benefits from the specialist’s treat-
ment they should refer some patients with an unclear diagnosis. The specialist, on the other
hand, should refer back patients who would only benefit little from her treatment. This situa-
tion is of particular relevance for patients suffering from chronic diseases. For example, older
patients with diabetes can be treated either by their PCP or an endocrinologist. Research has
shown that treatment by endocrinologists is more costly but does not necessarily lead to better
health outcomes (Chin et al., 2000). Therefore, the PCP should not refer all patients to the
endocrinologist and the endocrinologist should refer back patients that can be treated by the
PCP. Similarly, a patient who suffers from a mild case of asthma can be treated by the PCP,
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whereas more severe cases should be referred to a pulmonologist (Government of Western
Australia - Department of Health, 2006). After the patient’s condition has stabilized he should
be referred back to the PCP (Schermer et al., 2003). Patients with chronic kidney disease in
stages 3 and 4 can be managed in either primary or secondary care. Among the treatment
options are that the patient is referred for diagnosis to a nephrologist and then transferred back
to the PCP for care (Wilson et al., 2012).

We develop a theoretical model to analyze the referral processes between a gatekeeping PCP
and a specialist. Both providers are assumed to partly internalize patients’ benefits. An agency
problem arises because the payer can not observe the patients’ severities and the physicians’
diagnostic results. Even after the treatment is performed it is not possible to verify whether
the treatment was appropriate. Therefore, our model deals with a credence good (see Darby
and Karni, 1973, further Dulleck and Kerschbamer, 2006 and Kerschbamer and Sutter, 2017
for surveys). Both under- and over-treatment can potentially arise. Over-charging is not an
issue since we assume that the treatments provided by physicians can be verified.

The key problem in our setting is to implement cost-effective treatment by the appropriate
provider. Physicians who partly internalize the benefit of treatment that accrues to the patient
cannot be expected to make the corresponding referral choices if they do not internalize the
costs of the other physician or the system as a whole. In particular, this can lead to an over-
supply of specialist treatment if specialist treatment is more effective than PCP treatment. The
aim of this paper is to find socially efficient contracts to counteract this problem. An important
aspect in this context is that different fee schemes may lead to different information rents for
the physicians if payments need to be non-negative. We consider this aspect in our analysis.

Payment systems that optimally incentivize both providers’ referrals are derived. We find
that altruistic physicians tend to over-supply specialist care under a cost-based FFS contract.
Hence, under both information structures welfare optimizing contracts can call for markups

(a) to the PCP for treating patients without referral, or

(b) to the specialist for referring patients back plus cost sharing for treatment.

Either option can be efficient, depending on the benefit that patients receive from specialist
treatment and the difference in the treatment costs between the physicians. Additionally, under
the alternative information structure, employing both markups may be necessary.

Markups for the PCP can generate rents for the PCP if payments can not be negative, whereas
the rent from a markup to the specialist for back-referring the patient can be extracted through
employing cost sharing when the specialist treats patients. This makes markups to the PCP
less attractive for the payer.

We also consider the case that the payer faces uncertainty with regard to the benefit of spe-
cialist treatment. Then markups for the specialist are welfare enhancing as long as they are
sufficiently small. Furthermore, we examine the impact of waiting costs on our main results.
In this case the patient suffers waiting costs whenever he is referred to another physician.
If waiting costs are a factor, it is more likely to be optimal to incentivize only the PCP to
discriminate based on her diagnostic signal.
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The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 discusses related literature. In Section 3, we present
the model. In Section 4, we characterize the first-best division of labor between PCPs and
specialists. In Section 5, we derive optimal contracts, given that the payer does not observe
diagnostic signals. In Section 6, we examine the model robustness with regard to different as-
sumptions. We consider uncertainty with regard to the benefit of specialist treatment, waiting
cost of referrals, and the alternative information structure. Section 7 concludes.

2 Literature Review

So far, the theoretical literature on referrals has focused on the incentives for gatekeeping
primary-care physicians (PCPs) and has mostly not considered interactions with other providers
of care. Garcia-Mariñoso and Jelovac (2003) and Malcomson (2004) derive optimal payment
contracts for gatekeeping PCPs who can vary their diagnosis effort. Effort can be incentivized
by imposing cost sharing on the PCP when she refers a patient. However, this may lead to
fewer referrals than the efficient amount. Cost-responsibility for PCPs’ referrals have been
employed in the fundholding scheme of the NHS. This led to the desired effect of lowering
elective hospital admissions (Dusheiko, Gravelle, Jacobs, et al., 2006) at the cost of reduced
patient care satisfaction (Dusheiko, Gravelle, Yu, et al., 2007).

González (2009) compares gatekeeping with free specialist choice when some patients make
informed decisions. Allard et al. (2011) compare the efficiency of common payment systems
with regard to optimal referral decisions. They find that both FFS and PCP cost sharing ar-
rangements can reduce unnecessary specialist treatment. Allard et al. (2014) consider PCP
self-selection into capitation or FFS payments and show that this is never optimal under en-
dogenous diagnostic effort or competition. Shumsky and Pinker (2003) consider a situation in
which the gatekeeper not only has an information advantage with regard to the optimal treat-
ment decision but also his own ability. They find that a bonus for patient volume in addition
to bonuses based on referral rates may be necessary for first-best performance.

A limitation of this literature is the analysis of specialist behavior. Specialists are assumed
to treat all patients who are referred. They do not act strategically themselves. However,
incentives for specialists are important as well. Similarly to PCPs, the specialists’ treatment
decisions affect the patient benefit and the costs of care. Furthermore, the specialist’s behavior
may affect the PCP’s behavior. This may have an influence on the optimal payment system
from the payer’s viewpoint.

A few papers have considered incentives for specialists. In Brekke et al. (2007) hospitals can
choose their specialization and quality. The authors show under which circumstances gate-
keeping is superior to free specialist choice. They do not incorporate strategic interactions
between the referring PCP and the hospital. Similarly to our paper, Godager, Iversen, et al.
(2015) consider a specialist who can refer patients back to the PCP. However, they do not
derive welfare maximizing payment contracts. There are two papers which consider referrals
between heterogeneous experts in a more general setting. Experts in Liu, Ma, and Mak (2018)
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differ in ability and costs, and work in a partnership which is constrained by a minimum profit
constraint. They find that an expert partnership with unknown altruism can be incentivized
through this constraint. By contrast, we consider non-cooperative physicians and do not im-
pose a joint profitability constraint. Grassi and Ma (2016) consider profit-maximizing experts
with differing cost advantages between projects who can refer clients between each other.
However, their focus is on expert organizations and not on payment contracts.1

Kerschbamer, Sutter, and Dulleck (2017) consider a credence goods market in which con-
sumers can verify the quality of the good they receive. In this setting, the standard model of
selfish utility maximization predicts that providers are willing to provide the efficient quality
of the good if and only if they receive equal markups for any product quality. This corresponds
to a cost-based FFS contract in our setting. In their experiments, however, the authors find that
providers tend to over-treat the consumer in the equal markup case. This confirms the impor-
tance of other-regarding preferences. Consequently, it is valuable to analyze optimal contracts
for pro-social experts in a credence goods market. In our setting, specialist over-treatment is
problematic because societies’ resources are not used in an efficient manner.

We contribute to the literature by deriving contracts that efficiently solve the problem of spe-
cialist over-treatment resulting from physician altruism. In this context, the efficiency of a
contract is determined by the resulting treatment paths of the patients as well as the infor-
mation rents that accrue to the physicians. In contrast to previous literature, we consider
incentives for both PCPs and specialists.

3 The Model

A health care payment authority (the payer) contracts with a PCP and a specialist to treat
patients who suffer from a disease which can take the severities k ∈ {L,H}. The share
0 < p < 1 of the patients is severely ill (k = H), the remaining share 1−p suffers from a mild
illness (k = L). The disease can be treated by both types of physicians and both physicians
are assumed to have sufficient capacity to treat all patients. However, the effectiveness of
treatment differs between the physicians. In particular, the specialist can treat the high-severity
cases better due to her more sophisticated disease-specific technical and human capital.2

We model the differences in treatment abilities by assuming that each physician provides one
treatment which has different benefits for the patients depending on severity. Treating a patient
of type k with treatment j ∈ {P, S} confers a benefit of bjk to the patient. High-severity
patients receive a surplus benefit from specialist treatment (κH := bSH − bPH > 0) which is
greater than the surplus benefit for low-severity patients (κH > bSL − bPL =: κL). Furthermore,

1An alternative to creating optimal payment schemes is to allow kickback payments between physicians. Pauly
(1979) finds that this can be welfare enhancing by giving physician an incentive to refer patients who can be
treated more cost-efficiently by another physician. Inderst and Ottaviani (2012) find that mandatory disclo-
sure of kickbacks can have ambiguous welfare effects. We do not consider kickbacks in this paper.

2For ease of exposition, we adopt the linguistic convention that the physicians are female and the payer and the
patient male.
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Figure 1: Cases z, dashed lines indicate that the PCP can not differentiate between these cases
and therefore cannot identify a high-type patient with certainty

κL may be positive or negative. In the first case, a low-severity type patient benefits from
the higher sophistication of the specialist treatment. In the second case, he suffers from over-
treatment or the PCP is more experienced in treating low-severity diseases. Since we assume
that both treatments cure the disease, patients can not receive both treatments. The costs
of treatment, cj , depend on the physician as well. Due to the higher sophistication of the
specialist, it is reasonable to assume that she has higher costs of treating a patient than the
PCP, i.e. cS > cP . Any cost parameter presented in this model includes both the direct costs
and time-costs of the physicians.

Before a treatment decision can be made, the patient needs to be diagnosed. In our bench-
mark case, we assume that the PCP can identify a low-type patient with probability q but can
not identify a high-type patient with certainty, since she is less experienced with this disease
severity. In Subsection 6.3, we explore the alternative assumption that the PCP can identify a
share of high-severity patients but is not able to perfectly identify low-severity patients. For
simplicity, we assume that this diagnosis is costless. The specialist, by contrast, can identify
any patient with certainty at cost dS > 0.3 We assume that physicians always diagnose their
patients.

The state of PCP-knowledge is denoted by k̃ ∈ {0, 1}. If the PCP can identify the severity of
the patient’s disease, she receives k̃ = 1, otherwise k̃ = 0. This leads to the definition of the
following three cases z ∈ {1, 2, 3}:

z =


1, k = L, k̃ = 1

2, k = L, k̃ = 0

3, k = H, k̃ = 0

(1)

3The assumption of perfect diagnostic ability is made only to save on notation. Our results also hold when
specialists have sufficiently high diagnosis accuracy given their costs.
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Figure 1 depicts an overview of the possible cases. In case 1, the PCP diagnoses a low-severity
type with certainty (signal k̃ = 1). This case arises with probability (1−p)q. In cases 2 and 3,
the PCP receives signal k̃ = 0 and can not distinguish low-severity from high-severity types.
Case 2 arises with probability (1−p)(1−q), case 3 with probability p. The PCP uses Bayesian
inference to update her beliefs.

The PCP takes on the role of a gatekeeper who receives and diagnoses all patients who seek
medical care. There are three possible treatment paths T ∈ {P1, P2, S} for each case z; the
PCP may immediately treat the patient after the diagnosis (P1), the specialist may treat the
patient after the PCP has referred the patient to her (S) or the PCP may treat the patient after
the specialist has referred him back (P2). For now, we assume that the benefits and costs of
treatment paths are the same for P1 and P2 (excluding the specialist’s diagnosis costs) and
correspond to bPk and cP . In Subsection 6.2 we consider the impact of waiting time costs.

For each case z, Tz indicates the treatment path of a patient; i.e., a patient of type L with k̃ = 1
receives T1, a patient of type L with k̃ = 0 receives T2, and a patient of type H with k̃ = 0
receives T3. The vector

T⃗ =
(
T1 T2 T3

)T (2)

summarizes the treatment paths for all cases z. For example,
(
P1 S P2

)T indicates that a
patient in case 1 is treated by the PCP after diagnosis, a patient in case 2 is treated by the
specialist and a patient in case 3 is referred back by the specialist to the PCP.

Physicians are partially altruistic with βj ∈ [0, 1] measuring the degree of altruism of a physi-
cian of type j ∈ {P, S}. For simplicity we assume that the altruism factor is known by the
payer. This allows us to derive the optimal type of contract for self-interested and altruistic
physicians. Utility is given by a linear combination of the altruistic benefit βjb and the profit
from treatment Πj . These depend on the treatment paths Tz, i.e., on how a patient is treated in
case z:

Uk
j (Tz) = βjb

Tz
k +Πj(Tz), j ∈ {P, S}, k ∈ {L,H} (3)

Furthermore, both physicians know their own and the other physicians’ degree of altruism
βj . The specialist always knows the state of the patient. Thus, she maximizes (3) with Tz ∈
{S, P2} for each state in which she receives a referral. The PCP can only choose between
treating a patient immediately (P1) or letting the specialist treat the patient according to the
specialist’s preferences. If she has identified a low-type patient, she maximizes (3). However,
if she can not identify the patient’s type, she chooses treatment T 0 so as to maximize her
conditional expected utility

EUP (k̃ = 0) = p0LU
L
P (T

0) + p0HU
H
P (T 0), j ∈ {P, S}, (4)

where p0L := Pr(k = L|k̃ = 0) = (1−p)(1−q)
(1−q)(1−p)+p

, p0H := (1− p0L).

The payer ensures that the physicians are willing to accept their contracts by designing a
payment scheme that leads to at least zero (economic) profits Πj in expectation:

EΠj = q(1− p)Πj(T
∗
1 ) + (1− p)(1− q)Πj(T

∗
2 ) + pΠj(T

∗
3 ) ≥ 0, j ∈ {P, S}, (5)
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Payment system and
patient insurance are
created.

Physicians accept or
reject their contracts.

Nature draws k = L or
k = H .

PCP diagnoses the
patient, nature draws
k̃ = 0 or k̃ = 1.

S diagnoses the pa-
tient.

PCP treats the patient,
payments are made
and the game ends.

PCP treats the patient,
payments are made
and the game ends.

S treats the patient,
payments are made
and the game ends.

ref.
(dS)

T
z = P

1

ref.
Tz = P2

T
z = S

Figure 2: Sequence of Events

where T ∗
z is the implemented treatment path in case z.4

Patients are fully insured at an actuarially fair premium. They passively follow their physi-
cians’ recommendations. Finally, we assume that for all patients at least receiving PCP treat-
ment always confers a greater benefit to the patient than the costs of treatment, i.e. bPk > cP
for all k.

The payer is assumed to maximize patient welfare which is given by the expected difference
between patient benefits and the sum of the physicians’ profits and the costs for treatment and
diagnosis,

EW = Eb− EΠ− Ec. (6)

Figure 2 displays the sequence of events. First, the payer designs the payment scheme. Physi-
cians accept the payment scheme if their zero profit constraint is met in expectation. If the PCP
refuses, the game ends. If only the specialist refuses, the PCP will treat all patients as long
as her participation constraint is still fulfilled. Afterwards, nature draws the type of patient.
The PCP diagnoses the patient and can either treat the patient herself or refer the patient to the
specialist. If the patient is referred to the specialist, the patient is diagnosed again regardless
of whether the PCP detected the type or not. The specialist decides to treat the patient or to
refer the patient back to the PCP. Neither physician has prior information about the type of the
patient.

4Following Liu and Ma (2013), Liu, Ma, and Mak (2018), and Olivella and Siciliani (2017), we assume that the
zero profit constraint is sufficient to guarantee participation.
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4 The First-Best Solution

In this section, we derive the first-best treatment paths T⃗ FB which maximize patient welfare
(6) subject to the physicians’ participation constraints and assuming that the diagnostic out-
come is known to the payer. The first-best solution corresponds to a setting in which the payer
can design a contract contingent on diagnostic outcomes. In this case, any treatment path
vector which is compatible with the participation constraints can be implemented. No rent
accrues to the physicians, i.e. EΠ = 0.5

In Appendix A.1, we prove Theorem 1 which derives the first-best treatment path vectors.

Theorem 1. The first-best vector of treatment paths T⃗ FB is given by

T⃗ FB =



(P1 P1 P1)
T if p0LκL + p0HκH ≤ dS + cS − cP ,

κH ≤ cS − cP + dS/p
0
H ;

(P1 P2 S)
T if κH ≥ cS − cP + dS/p

0
H ,

κL ≤ cS − cP ;

(P1 S S)T if cS − cP ≤ κL ≤ dS + cS − cP ,

p0LκL + p0HκH ≥ dS + cS − cP ;

(S S S)T if κL ≥ dS + cS − cP .

(7)

Figure 3 shows the optimal treatment path vector T⃗ FB depending on the specialist surplus
benefits. We assume κH > κL because it seems reasonable that high-severity patients would
benefit more from the specialist’s greater sophistication than low-severity patients. Thus, we
only consider the contracts of κL and κH below the 45◦-line. Here we obtain the following
results:

• Treatment path (P1 P1 P1)
T is optimal if both κL and κH are sufficiently small. In this

case, it is optimal to have the PCP treat both patient types because the benefits from
specialist treatment are small.

• Treatment path (P1 P2 S)
T is optimal for large values of κH and small values of κL. In

this case, it is efficient for the specialist to treat high-type patients while referring back
low-type patients who were not detected by the PCP. The cost savings of referring back
a low-type patient outweigh the forgone patient benefits.

5Since the gain in expected patient welfare from assigning one patient to some treatment path is independent of

the other patients, any first-best optimal solution will assign the same treatment path to every patient in the

same case z.
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P2
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)T
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Figure 3: First-best (dashed lines) treatment path vector depending on the specialist surplus
benefit. Dotted line indicates κH = κL. κ1 = cS − cP , κ2 = dS + cS − cP ,
κ3 = cS − cP + dS/p

0
H .

• Treatment path (P1 S S)T is optimal if κH is sufficiently large and κL is larger than
κ1 = cS − cP but smaller than κ2 = dS + cS − cP . In this case it is efficient for the PCP
to treat detected low-type patients and for the specialist to treat both undetected types.
Detected low-types would incur additional diagnostic costs if they were treated by the
specialist whereas the diagnostic costs of the low-types who have only been detected by
the specialist are already sunk.

• Treatment path (S S S)T is optimal if κL, and therefore κH , is larger than κ2 =
dS + cS − cP . It is efficient to have the specialist treat both patient types because the
patient benefits for either type are larger than the additionally incurred costs of specialist
diagnosis and treatment.

5 Private Diagnostic Signals

We now turn to the second-best problem of incentivizing physicians when the payer can not
observe the diagnostic signals of the physicians. However, the payer can verify whether a
patient has visited a physician and which treatment was provided. The payments to the physi-
cians γT

j can therefore be made contingent on the treatment path T ∈ {P1, P2, S}. With these
payments, capitations and FFS payments, as well as any mix of the two, can be implemented
by the payer. For a capitation, the payer needs to set γP1

P = γP2
P = γS

P for the PCP and
γP2
S = γS

S for the specialist. Under a payment with a FFS component physician activity gets
rewarded: γP1/P2

P > γS
P , γ

S
S > γP2

S . Furthermore, the payer can let the PCP share a part of the
specialist’s diagnosis costs by setting γP2

P < γP1
P .
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In the following, contracts are derived which implement the candidate first-best treatment path
vectors from Equation (7) at minimal rents for the physicians. We impose the non-negative
payments condition

NNP: γT
j ≥ 0, j ∈ {P, S}, T ∈ {P1, P2, S}. (8)

We first consider (P1 P2 S)T .6 First, the PCP decides whether to treat or refer the known
low-type patients (z = 1) and the patients of unknown type (z = 2, 3). Afterwards, the spe-
cialist learns the real type of the patients and chooses to treat or refer back those low- and
high-type patients who she received from the PCP. The PCP correctly anticipates the behavior
of the specialist and adjusts her behavior accordingly. Hence, the problem gets solved through
backward induction. We assume that physicians choose the patient welfare-maximizing op-
tion, whenever they are indifferent between two options. (P1 P2 S)

T can be implemented by
fulfilling System of Inequations (9).

IC1
P : γP1

P ≥ γP2
P

IC2
P : γP1

P − cP ≤ p0H(βPκH + γS
P ) + p0L(γ

P2
P − cP )

PCP : (1− p)q(γP1
P − cP ) + (1− p)(1− q)(γP2

P − cP )

+ pγS
P ≥ 0

IC1
S : βSκH + γS

S − cS ≥ γP2
S

IC2
S : βSκL + γS

S − cS ≤ γP2
S

PCS : (1− p)(1− q)(γP2
S − dS) + p(γS

S − cS − dS) ≥ 0

NNP : γT
j ≥ 0

(9)

For low-type patients, the PCP needs to treat patients without referral rather than after a back-
referral from the specialist. This is ensured by IC1

P . IC2
P guarantees that patients of unknown

type are not immediately treated by the PCP. Instead, the PCP needs to treat low-type patients
after a back-referral by the specialist and not treat high-type patients. IC1

S ensures that the
specialist treats high-type patients, IC2

S that she refers back low-type patients. PCS and PCP

represents the physicians’ participation constraints.

In the following we will derive a contract that implements (P1 P2 S)
T without rents accruing

for the physicians. Consider first incentives for the specialist. Figure 4 visualizes how proper
incentives can be given under the assumption that the PCP refers unknown types only. It shows
the incentives constraints of the specialist depending on the remuneration for back-referral and
treatment. To meet the incentives constraint, γP2

S and γS
S must be between the dashed lines.

Then, the specialist prefers to treat high-types (IC1
S fulfilled) and refers back low-types (IC2

S

6The indiscriminate outcomes can easily be implemented without rent payments, (P1 P1 P1)
T by not paying

the specialist and paying the PCP according to her participation constraint and (S S S)T by paying both

providers by a FFS payment that just covers their expected costs. In the following, we therefore focus on the

implementation of the treatment paths (P1 P2 S)
T and (P1 S S)T .
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fulfilled). In order to maximize welfare, rent payments should be kept as low as possible.
Optimally, the payer wants to leave no rent to the physicians. Hence, the optimal contract lies
on the specialist’s zero profit line E[ΠS] = 0. The solid lines marked by γ∗

S in Figure 4 contain
all contracts for the specialist that implement (P1 P2 S)

T without rent.

(P1 P2 S)
T can be implemented by a cost-based FFS contract with γP2

S = dS and γS
S = dS+cS

for the specialist if her surplus benefit βSκL from treatment for low-type patients is negative.
This is displayed in Figure 4a. IC2

S is met. The intuition is that under cost-based payment,
an altruistic specialist does not need to be incentivized to refer patients back if her treatment
is inferior for low-type patients. By contrast, if the specialist is altruistic and κL > 0, it is
necessary to pay a markup for referring the patient back to counter the altruistic incentive
(Figure 4b). IC2

S has shifted downward as the specialist now needs to paid less to treat the
patient. In order to extract the rent, γP2

S must be increased and γS
S reduced which calls for a

markup to the specialist for referring patients and cost sharing for treatment.

We now turn to the PCP’s decision assuming that the specialist treats high-type patients and
refers back low-type patients. The PCP expects this and will, therefore, not refer low-type
patients who she detected (case z = 1) to the specialist if she doesn’t benefit from delayed
treatment (i.e. γP1

P ≥ γP2
P ). Thus, if the specialist is properly incentivized, the PCP can be paid

with a simple cost-based FFS payment (γP1
P , γP2

P , γS
P ) = (cP , cP , 0). Since the PCP only cares

about patient benefits under this contract, she will refer all unknown-type patients.

Theorem 2 (proof in Appendix A.2) shows that for κL ≤ κ2 = dS + cS − cP it is always
possible to implement (P1 P2 S)

T without rent and without violating the non-negative payment
constraints. It is uninteresting to consider κL > κ2, since then (S S S)T is first-best and
second-best optimal (see Figure 3).

Theorem 2. Let κL ≤ κ2. The following contract implements (P1 P2 S)T without a rent

payment for either physician:

γP1
P

∗
= cP

γP2
P

∗
= cP

γS
P

∗
= 0

γP2
S

∗
= dS + p0H max(βSκL, 0)

γS
S

∗
= dS + cS + p0L min(−βSκL, 0).

Observe that the contract from Theorem 2 includes the minimum γP2
S such that the specialists

incentive constraints are fulfilled. However, if βSκL > 0, γP2
S

∗
is larger than the diagnostic

costs of the specialist. The altruistic specialist thus needs to be paid a markup in order to
not (inefficiently) treat a low-severity patient, whereas the PCP can be simply paid back her
costs. The health economic literature on referrals has focused mostly on incentives for the
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(a) βSκL < 0
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dS + cS

(b) βSκL > 0

Figure 4: Second-best optimal contracts without rent payments to the specialist that implement
(P1 P2 S)T given (γP1

P , γP2
P , γS

P ) = (cP , cP , 0). Dashed lines indicate incentive-
and participation constraints, the solid and thick line indicates the set of optimal
contracts.

PCP and assumed the specialist to behave independently of economic incentives (see for ex-
ample Allard et al., 2011 and Garcia-Mariñoso and Jelovac, 2003). This result highlights that
agency problems can also exist on the specialist side when it comes to the optimal allocation
of treatments.

Finally, we derive an optimal contract that implements (P1 S S)T . This treatment path can be
implemented by fulfilling System of Inequations (10).

IC1
P : γP1

P − cP ≥ βPκL + γS
P

IC2
P : γP1

P − cP ≤ βP (p
0
HκH + p0LκL) + γS

P

PCP : (1− p)q(γP1
P − cP ) + [(1− p)(1− q) + p]γS

P ≥ 0

IC1
S : βSκH + γS

S − cS ≥ γP2
S

IC2
S : βSκL + γS

S − cS ≥ γP2
S

PCS : γS
S − cS − dS ≥ 0

NNP : γT
j ≥ 0

(10)

The PCP needs to treat low-type patients, rather than referring them for specialist treatment
(IC1

P ) and needs to refer patients of unknown type for specialist treatment, rather than treating
them herself (IC2

P ). The specialist needs to treat all patient types who get referred to her.
This is represented by IC1

S and IC2
S . Furthermore, participation constraints and non-negative

payment constraints need to be fulfilled for both physicians.

If κL < 0, (P1 S S)T is not first-best optimal (see Figure 3). Furthermore, (P1 P1 P1)
T and

(P1 P2 S)
T can be implemented without rent. Therefore, we assume κL ≥ 0 in Theorem 3

(proof is in Appendix A.3).
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Figure 5: Second-best optimal contract for the PCP that implements (P1 S S)T given
(γP2

S , γS
S ) = (dS, dS + cS) and βPκL > 0. Dashed lines indicate incentive- and

participation constraints.

Theorem 3. Let κL ≥ 0. The contract

γP1
P

∗
= cP + βPκL

γP2
P

∗
= 0

γS
P

∗
= 0

γP2
S

∗
= dS

γS
S

∗
= dS + cS

(11)

is the unique rent-minimizing contract (except for variations in γP2
P and γP2

S ) with rents of

(1− p)qβPκL for the PCP.

Theorem 3 shows that the specialist can be incentivized to provide treatment to all patients
by a cost-based FFS contract, whenever κL ≥ 0. Given her altruistic orientation, she will
always treat each patient. By contrast, a markup to the PCP for treating the patient without
referral is necessary in order to implement (P1 S S)T because the altruistic PCP needs to be
prevented from over-referring the known low-types to the specialist. This markup leads to an
information rent for the PCP.

Figure 5 shows the optimal contract. To fulfill the incentive constraints, γS
P and γP1

P must be
between the incentive constraints. Then the PCP prefers to treat low-types (IC1

P fulfilled) and
to refer patients of unknown type (IC2

P fulfilled). The rent-minimizing contract sets γS
P =

γP2
P = 0 and γP1

P to the minimum level that still meets incentive constraint IC1
P .

The rent payment to the PCP rises in her degree of altruism. If the PCP is not altruistic at all, no
incentive problem exists and the first-best can be implemented by a cost-based FFS contract.
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According to the previous literature on physician payment a highly altruistic physician should
share a large portion of her incurred costs in order to not overtreat the patient (see Ellis and
McGuire, 1986; Chalkley and Malcomson, 1998). By contrast, in our setting a PCP should
receive a markup on her immediate treatment costs, in order to not over-refer the patient to
more expensive specialist care.

As a rent payment is necessary to implement the treatment path (P1 S S)T , it is not clear that
implementing this path is optimal in the second-best. Theorem 4 shows that for highly altru-
istic PCPs switching to other treatment paths is superior (details and the proof in Appendix
A.4).

Theorem 4. If 0 < βP ≤ β∗
P := (1−q)dS

cS−cP+qdS
, the second-best region in which implementing

(P1 S S)T is optimal is reduced compared to the first-best.

If βP > β∗
P , implementing (P1 S S)T is not second-best optimal.

κL

κH

κ3

κ1

κ2

P1

P2

S

P1

P1

P1



S
S
S



Figure 6: Second-best (solid and thick) vs. first-best (dashed) treatment path vector depending
on the specialist surplus benefits, βP ≥ β∗

P .

Figure 6 visualizes the case in which implementing (P1 S S)T is not second-best optimal due
to an excessive information rent. If both κL and κH are sufficiently large, letting the specialist
treat all cases is second-best and if both are sufficiently small, letting the PCP treat all cases
is second-best. Finally, if κL is sufficiently small and κH is sufficiently large, having the PCP
treat the known low-types immediately and the unknown low-types later and the specialist
treat the high-types is second-best.
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6 Extensions

In this section, we explore the impact of a change in the model’s assumptions. In Subsec-
tion 6.1 we drop the assumption that the payer has perfect knowledge about the size of the
surplus benefits κk. In Subsection 6.2, we study the effect of referral costs for the patient.
In Subsection 6.3, we explore an alternative assumption on the information structure of the
game.

6.1 Uncertain Surplus Benefits

The second-best optimal payment contracts derived in Section 5 require the payer to know
the exact size of the surplus benefits that accrue to patients from specialist treatment. More
realistically, the payer’s knowledge is uncertain because patients of the same type may still
differ in the degree they benefit from specialist treatment. For example, physicians are more
aware of the patient’s medical history than the payer. Therefore, the payer may only have
access to some probabilistic distribution function over the space (κH , κL). This is what we
assume in this section and call the third-best problem. Diagnostic signals remain private
information of the physicians.

We restrict our analysis to the contract designs from Section 5:

(I) The cost-based FFS contract:

(γP1
P , γP2

P , γS
P , γ

P2
S , γS

S ) = (cP , cP , 0, dS, dS + cS)

(II) FFS + markup for the specialist’s back-referral:
γP2
S = dS + p0HmS, γ

S
S = dS + cS − p0LmS, mS > 0

(III) FFS + markup for immediate PCP treatment:
γP1
P = cP +mP , γ

P1
P = γP2

P = 0mP > 0

Contract (I) can be viewed as a benchmark contract against which to compare the other con-
tracts. Lemma 1 in Appendix A.5 describes the physicians’ behavior under FFS payment plus
markups. We assume βP , βS > 0 in order to have an interesting problem. Otherwise, the
cost-based FFS contract implements the first-best without rents for either provider. Figure 7
compares the resulting treatment path vectors for the cost-based FFS contract with the first-
best. Shaded areas indicate that the contract’s treatment path vector is first-best, OTj indicates
too much specialist treatment for j ∈ {1, 2, 3} of the cases. Clearly, cost-based FFS contracts
incentivize over-treatment for many distributions over the (κH , κL) space. Markups for
specialist referrals can help to alleviate over-treatment. Figure 8 shows the impact of the in-
troduction of a small markup for specialist back-referral. As explained in Section 5, markups
for the specialist’s referral work both directly and indirectly. The direct effect is that the spe-
cialist is more willing to refer back low-type patients to the PCP. Consequently, the region in
which (P1 P2 S)

T is played expands to κL ≤ mS

βS
. The indirect effect is that the PCP predicts

that the specialist will not treat some low-type patients, which incentivizes the PCP to treat
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Figure 7: Contract (I) – Cost-based FFS (solid and thick) vs first-best (dashed) treatment path
vectors.
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Figure 8: Contract (II) – Treatment path vectors resulting from a markup mS for specialist re-
ferral (solid and thick) vs first-best (dashed) treatment path vectors. Shaded regions
indicate congruence between first-best and treatment paths resulting from markup.

these patients immediately. Thus, there now exists a region in which (P1 P1 P1)
T is played

for κH ≤ mS

βS
.

Comparing Figure 8 to Figure 7, it is evident that social welfare is improved over the cost-
based FFS contract by reducing over-referral. Theorem 5 shows that this holds true for any
sufficiently small markup (proof in Appendix A.6).

Theorem 5. If mS

βS
≤ qdS + cS − cP , contract design (II) is weakly superior to contract (I)

with regards to expected patient welfare for any distribution over (κH , κL).
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Figure 9: Contract (III) – Markup for PCP treatment without referral (solid and thick) vs first-
best (dashed) treatment path vectors.

The intuition behind Theorem 5 is as follows. The first patients who get referred back under
contract (II) and who would not have been referred back under contract (I) are those patients
who cannot be identified by the PCP and only minimally benefit from specialist treatment.
Hence, even for small markups cost savings can be made without significantly reducing patient
benefit. Since specialist markups do not incur a rent, patient welfare is weakly larger than
under the cost-based FFS contract.

Alternatively, the PCP can be incentivized directly to not refer the patient by paying her a
markup for treating the patient immediately (contract design (III)). Figure 9 (UT denotes
under-treatment, R denotes rents) depicts the resulting treatment path vectors for a markup
mP . The result differs from contract (I) in two aspects. First, for small κL and κH , the PCP
treats all patient types, second, treatment path (P1 S S)T is played for κL ≤ mP

βP
and large

κH . Intuitively, if she is paid a markup for treatment, the PCP treats patients that would only
benefit little from specialist treatment. Thus, comparing Figure 7 to Figure 9 shows that adding
markups for the PCP to contract (I) also reduces over-referral.

However, there are two drawbacks with this approach. Since contract design (III) relies only
on direct rather than indirect incentivization, rent payments accrue for the PCP when she
treats a patient type, whereas in design (II) no rent accrues to the specialist. Hence, for regions
(κH , κL), in which the same path is implemented for both contracts, design (II) is superior
to design (III). Another drawback is that (P1 P2 S)

T can not be implemented. Thus, for the
region in which this treatment path is optimal markups for the specialist are superior.

Similarly to small markups mS , small markups mP improve the allocation of treatments.
However, small markups for the PCP do not always improve welfare if κL ≤ 0 due to rents.
For κL > 0, expected welfare is weakly improved. This is demonstrated in Theorem 6 (proof
in Appendix A.7).
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Figure 10: First-best treatment path vector with (regular lines) and without (dashed lines)
waiting costs depending on the specialist surplus benefit. Dotted line indicates
κH = κL. κ1

w := cS − cP − w, κ2
w := dS + cS − cP + w, and κ3

w :=

dS/p
0
H + (

2p0L
p0H

+ 1)w + cS − cP .

Theorem 6. a) If mP

βP
≤ dS + p0H(cS − cP ), the allocation of treatments (ignoring rents) under

contract design (III) is weakly superior to contract (I) for any distribution over (κH , κL).

b) If mP

βP
≤ κ2

1+βP
, contract design (III) is weakly superior to contract (I) with regards to

expected patient welfare for any distribution over (κH , κL) with κL > 0.

Concluding, whereas small markups for the specialist always have non-negative welfare ef-
fects, markups for the PCP may have negative effects because they lead to information rents
for the PCP. Small PCP markups have non-negative welfare effects if the benefit of specialist
treatment for L-types is positive.

6.2 Cost of Referrals

So far, we assumed that referring a patient from one physician to the other is costless. More
realistically, however, referrals are associated with additional waiting costs for the patients.
We model this by subtracting a waiting cost w > 0 from the patients utility if he is treated
by the specialist and 2w if he is treated after a back-referral to the PCP. The result of this
modification can be seen in Figure 10. Here, the first-best treatment path vectors are depicted
with and without waiting costs. The definition of κL and κH is the same as before (difference
in treatment benefits without waiting costs). For

(
P1 P1 P1

)T there are no waiting costs
of the patient. Therefore the area in which this treatment path is optimal grows vis-à-vis all
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other paths. For
(
P1 S S

)T there are less waiting costs compared to both
(
S S S

)T and(
P1 P2 S

)T . Therefore, the area in which
(
P1 S S

)T is optimal grows as long as κL

and κH are large enough. For small κL and κH the boundary between
(
P1 P1 P1

)T and(
P1 S S

)T shifts to the right due to the higher waiting costs for unknown patient types.

Implementation in the second-best is the same for the blind treatments. To implement
(
P1 P2 S

)T
with waiting time costs, the following incentive constraints change compared to (9):

IC1,w
P : γP1

P ≥ γP2
P − 2βPw

IC2,w
P : γP1

P − cP ≤ p0L(γ
P2
P − 2βPw − cP ) + p0H [γ

S
P + βP (κH − w)]

IC1,w
S : γS

S + βSκH − cS ≥ γP2
S − βSw

IC2,w
S : γS

S + βSκL − cS ≤ γP2
S − βSw

(12)

Incentivizing the PCP to keep low-type patients is easier due to the waiting costs, whereas
referring patients of unknown type is more costly to the altruistic PCP. However, a cost-based
FFS contract still implements the appropriate referral behavior from the PCP since the first-
best region in which

(
P1 P2 S

)T is implemented shrinks. Similarly, it is easier to incen-
tivize the specialist to treat high-type patients and it is more costly for specialists to refer
back low-type patients. Thus, the contract from Theorem 2 has to be amended to pay larger
markups to the specialist for referring the patient back and correspondingly larger cost sharing
when treating the patient. This does not lead to a rent-payment for the specialist in the region
in which

(
P1 P2 S

)T is first-best. For details see Theorem 7 (proof in Appendix A.8).

Theorem 7. Let
(
P1 P2 S

)T

be first-best optimal. To implement
(
P1 P2 S

)T

the con-

tract from Theorem 2 has to be amended by paying larger markups to the specialist for refer-

ring the patient back and correspondingly larger cost sharing when treating the patient:

γP1
P

∗
= cP

γP2
P

∗
= cP

γS
P

∗
= 0

γS
S

∗
= dS + cS + p0L min(−βS(κL + w), 0)

γP2
S

∗
= dS + p0H max(βS(κL + w), 0)

(13)

To implement
(
P1 S S

)T with waiting time costs, the following incentive constraints change
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compared to (10):

IC1,w
P : γP1

P − cP ≥ γS
P + βP (κL − w)

IC2,w
P : γP1

P − cP ≤ γS
P + βP [p

0
L(κL − w) + p0H(κH − w)]

IC1,w
S : γS

S + βSκH − cS ≥ γP2
S − βSw

IC2,w
S : γS

S + βSκL − cS ≥ γP2
S − βSw

(14)

Fulfilling IC1,w
P exactly, fulfills IC2,w

P with the smallest possible γP1
P . Since patients suffer

from waiting costs, it is now easier to incentivize the PCP to not refer low-type patients for
the same surplus benefits. The incentive constraints for the specialist can still be fulfilled by
a cost-based FFS payment since additional waiting costs make it even less beneficial for the
altruistic specialist to refer patients. Thus, the contracts from Theorem 3 have to be amended
to pay smaller markups to the PCP for treating the patient immediately. If waiting costs
exceed the surplus benefit of treating low-type patients, no rents need to be paid at all. In this
case,

(
P1 S S

)T can be implemented with a cost-based FFS contract since the PCP is not
motivated to over-refer L-type patients. Furthermore, if rents are paid, they are smaller for a
given κL. For details see Theorem 8 (proof in Appendix A.9).

Theorem 8. Let
(
P1 S S

)T

be first-best optimal. To implement
(
P1 S S

)T

with wait-

ing time costs the contracts from Theorem 3 have to be amended by paying smaller markups

to the PCP for treating the patient immediately. If w ≥ κL, the cost-based FFS contract

implements (P1 S S)T without rent payments.

If w < κL, the contract

γP1
P

∗
= cP + βP (κL − w)

γP2
P

∗
= 0

γS
P

∗
= 0

γS
S

∗
= dS

γP2
S

∗
= dS + cS

(15)

is the unique rent-minimizing contract (except for variations in γP2
P and γP2

S ) with rents of

(1− p)qβP (κL − w) for the PCP.

Thus, in the second-best implementation, only the second-best region in which
(
P1 S S

)T
is implemented shrinks compared to the first-best region. Nevertheless, the second-best region
in which the treatment path is optimal is larger than in the case without waiting costs.
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Figure 11: Cases z if the PCP can identify high-type patients, dashed lines indicate that the

PCP can not differentiate between these cases.

Concluding, the set of optimal contracts when waiting costs are a factor is the same as the
set of optimal contracts without waiting costs (cost-based FFS, markups for immediate PCP
treatment, and markups for specialist back-referral). However, as long as κH is large enough,
it is more likely to be optimal both in the first-best and second-best to only have the PCP
discriminate based on her diagnostic signal. Furthermore, if waiting costs w are larger than
κL, no markup is required for the PCP to implement this treatment path.

6.3 PCP Diagnosis Identifies High-Severity Patients

So far, we assumed that the PCP can identify a fraction of low-severity patients perfectly. Now
we consider an alternative information structure in which the PCP can identify a fraction q̂ of
the high-severity patients but no longer identifies low-severity patients. This case is relevant
if the symptoms of a severe case provide strong evidence to the underlying disease of the
patient whereas a patient without these symptoms may still be severely ill. Three cases ẑ are
possible:

1. The patient is of low type and the PCP can not identify him.

2. The patient is of high type and the PCP can not identify him.

3. The patient is of high type and the PCP can identify him.

Figure 11 depicts the new diagnostic process. Two new treatment path vectors emerge that
can be first-best optimal, namely

(
P1 P1 S

)T and
(
P2 S S

)T . In the first outcome only
patients that were identified as high-types receive treatment from the specialist, whereas the
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Figure 12: First-best (dashed lines) treatment path vector given the alternative information
structure. Dotted line indicates κH = κL. κ̂3 := cS − cP + dS

p̂0H
.

rest of the patients receive treatment by the PCP. In the second outcome all patients get referred
to the specialist and every low-type gets referred back to the PCP. Figure 12 depicts the first-
best under the new information structure.(
P1 P1 S

)T is first-best optimal if

κ2 = cS − cP + dS ≤ κH ≤ cS − cP +
dS
p̂0H

=: κ̂3,

κ2 ≥ p̂0LκL + p̂0HκH .

(16)

with p̂0L := 1−p
1−q̂p

, p̂0H := (1−q̂)p
1−q̂p

.(
P2 S S

)T is first-best optimal if

κH ≥ κ̂3,

κL ≤ cS − cP = κ1.
(17)

Note that
(
P2 S S

)T is similar to
(
P1 P2 S

)T . Both call for the specialist to refer back
low-severity patients. The implementation of

(
P2 S S

)T is therefore essentially the same
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for κL > 0. The constraints that need to be fulfilled are:

IC1
P : p̂0L(γ

P2
P − cP ) + p̂0H(γ

S
P + βPκH) ≥ γP1

P − cP

IC2
P : γS

P + βPκH ≥ γP1
P − cP

PCP : (1− p)(γP2
P − cP ) + pγS

P ≥ 0

IC1
S : γP2

S ≥ βSκL + γS
S − cS

IC2
S : γP2

S ≤ βSκH + γS
S − cS

PCS : (1− p)(γP2
S − dS) + p(γS

S − cS − dS) ≥ 0

NNP : γT
j ≥ 0

(18)

Theorem 9 (proof in Appendix A.10) shows how
(
P2 S S

)T can be implemented by the
payer.

Theorem 9. Let κL ≤ κ2. For κL > 0 the contract

γP1
P

∗
= cP

γP2
P

∗
= cP

γS
P

∗
= 0

γP2
S

∗
= dS + pβSκL

γS
S

∗
= dS + cS − (1− p)βSκL

(19)

implements
(
P2 S S

)T

without rent payments for the physicians. For κL ≤ 0, the cost-

based FFS contract implements the treatment path.

For κL > 0, a cost-based FFS contract for the PCP and, for the specialist, a markup for the
back-referral to the PCP plus cost sharing for the specialist’s treatment implements the out-
come without rent for the physicians. For κL ≤ 0, a cost-based FFS contract for both physi-
cians implements

(
P2 S S

)T because the specialist will refer back low-severity patients for
altruistic reasons.

In Subsection 6.1 we have shown that, if specialist surplus benefits are uncertain, small markups
for the specialist are welfare enhancing under the original information structure. In Theorem
11 in Appendix A.12 we show that this is also true under the alternative information structure.
In order to implement

(
P1 P1 S

)T the PCP needs to be incentivized to keep patients of
unknown type and refer high-type patients. For the specialist, there are two options:

(1) refer back any L-types she receives,

(2) treat all referred patients.
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In the equilibrium path the specialist does not receive any L-types. However, her behavior out
of equilibrium is still important since it indirectly influences the PCP’s decision making. In
the first case the conditions that need to be fulfilled are

IC1
P : γP1

P − cP ≥ p̂0L(γ
P2
P − cP ) + p̂0H(γ

S
P + βPκH)

IC2
P : γP1

P − cP ≤ γS
P + βPκH

PCP : (1− pq̂)(γP1
P − cP ) + pq̂γS

P ≥ 0

IC1
S : γP2

S ≥ γS
S + βSκL − cS

IC2
S : γP2

S ≤ γS
S + βSκH − cS

PCS : γS
S − cS − dS ≥ 0

NNP : γT
j ≥ 0

(20)

and in the second case

IC1
P : γP1

P − cP ≥ p̂0L(γ
S
P + βPκL) + p̂0H(γ

S
P + βPκH)

IC2
P : γP1

P − cP ≤ γS
P + βPκH

PCP : (1− pq̂)(γP1
P − cP ) + pq̂γS

P ≥ 0

IC1
S : γP2

S ≤ γS
S + βSκL − cS

IC2
S : γP2

S ≤ γS
SβSκH − cS

PCS : γS
S − cS − dS ≥ 0

NNP : γT
j ≥ 0.

(21)

It follows Theorem 10 (more details and proof in Appendix A.11).

Theorem 10. Let
(
P1 P1 S

)T

be first-best optimal. The PCP can be (partially) incen-

tivized indirectly by having the specialist back-refer low-types and by setting γP2
P = 0. Fur-

ther, a markup for immediate PCP treatment may be necessary. This may lead to a rent for the

PCP.

If κL < 0, both physicians could, alternatively, be paid a markup on treatment.

If κL ≥ 0, there is no rent payment necessary for the incentivization of the specialist for either
option. For option (1), a markup for the patient’s back-referral plus cost sharing for specialist
treatment is necessary. Option (2) is implemented by the cost-based FFS contract. The first
option is to be preferred since the PCP is indirectly incentivized through the specialist. If the
PCP expects that the specialist will refer back L-types, she will be less willing to refer patients
of unknown type and, thus, IC1

P is easier to fulfill.

The PCP’s preference to over-refer patients can be curbed in two ways. First, by setting the
payment for returning patients γP2

P to zero. Second, by paying for the immediate treatment
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of the patient combined with cost sharing if the specialist treats the patient. If the PCP is
sufficiently altruistic, a markup on treatment costs for the immediate treatment is necessary.
This markup can lead to a rent for the PCP if she is very altruistic.

For κL < 0, incentivizing the specialist to treat all referred patients may further save on rents.
This would be damaging for low-type patients. However, exactly for this reason the PCP
would be less willing to refer patients of unknown type. In treatment path

(
P1 P1 S

)T the
specialist never actually treats any low-type patients; however, the threat of this treatment off
the equilibrium path can discipline the PCP. Incentivizing the specialist to treat L-types re-
quires a markup, and therefore possibly a rent payment, for the specialist’s treatment of the
patient. This is necessary as she prefers not treating L-types due to her altruism. If these
additional rents generate larger rent savings for the PCP, a markup for the specialist is op-
timal. Thus, in contrast to our previous results, using strategic markups for both physicians
simultaneously can be optimal.

Summarizing, the set of optimal contracts from the original information structure (cost-based
FFS, markups for immediate PCP treatment, and markups for specialist back-referral) appear
in the case with the alternative information structure as well. Furthermore, implementing spe-
cialist back-referral does not lead to information rents when back-referral is first-best, whereas
markups for immediate PCP treatment may. This is also consistent with the results for the
original information structure. However, under the alternative information structure specialist
incentives may differ for efficient rent extraction. Firstly, we find that using both markup types
together can be efficient. Secondly, a new contract type emerges in which the specialist is paid
a markup for her treatment in order to prevent the PCP from referring low-type patients that
would suffer a health loss from the over-provision of care.
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7 Conclusion

In this paper, we analyzed the referral processes between a gatekeeping PCP and a specialist.
Both physicians were assumed to have the ability to diagnose and treat patients, though the
PCP can only imperfectly diagnose. We consider two information structures of the diagnosis.
In the first structure the PCP is able to identify some low-severity patients, whereas in the
alternative structure she is able to identify some high-severity patients. Agency problems arise
because diagnostic signals are private information of the physicians. The PCP should treat
those patients who she can adequately treat and refer those patients who may significantly
benefit from specialist treatment. However, since the PCP’s diagnostic ability is imperfect,
it may be optimal for the specialist to refer back some patients who she has received from
the PCP. This is more likely to be optimal if the difference in costs between specialist and
PCP treatment is large and the diagnostic costs of the specialist are small. Conversely, if the
difference in costs between specialist and PCP treatment is small and the diagnostic costs of
the specialist are large, only the PCP should discriminate based on her diagnostic signal.

The following results are true for both information structures. If physicians are altruistic,
too many patients will receive specialist treatment under a cost-based FFS contract for both
physicians. This can be prevented by paying a markup

(a) to the PCP for treating patients without referral, or

(b) to the specialist for referring patients back plus cost sharing for treatment.

Option (a) directly rewards the PCP for treating more patients, however it does not incentivize
the specialist to refer back more patients. This markup can lead to an information rent for
the PCP. For this reason, if the PCP’s altruism is sufficiently large, it may be suboptimal to
utilize it. This result is qualitatively robust when considering waiting costs for the patient
when referred. However, information rents are reduced in this case.

Option (b) directly rewards the specialist for diagnosing and referring the patient. It also
indirectly incentivizes the PCP not to refer low-severity patients, since she can predict that
these patients will get referred back anyways. Furthermore, markups to the specialist do not
lead to an information rent for the specialist. Therefore, it can be more attractive to pay a
markup to the specialist rather than to the PCP.

If the payer additionally faces uncertainty with regard to the benefit of specialist treatment,
small markups for the specialist enhance welfare compared to the cost-based FFS contract.
Under the first information structure even small PCP markups may deteriorate welfare due to
the accruing rents.

Under the alternative information structure we derive the following additional results. Imple-
menting both markups (a) and (b) at the same time may allow for more rent-efficient contracts.
Furthermore, under a specific set of assumptions, markups for specialist treatment can be op-
timal if the benefit for specialist treatment of low-severity patients is negative. This counter-
intuitive result is a consequence of the indirect incentivization of the PCP. If the PCP expects
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specialist over-treatment that is detrimental to the patients health, it can incentivize her to not
refer some patients in the first place. This, in turn, reduces information rents of the PCP.

In the health care system of some countries, e.g. Germany (Kassenärztliche Bundesvereini-
gung, 2018), Austria and Poland (Paris et al., 2010), PCPs are paid mostly with a capitated
payment, whereas specialists are mostly paid by FFS payments. In our setting this payment
system generally leads to an over-supply of specialist treatment. Instead, our model suggest
that PCPs should receive a markup on their treatment without referral or the specialist’s pay-
ment should contain a capitated component.

The optimal contracts outlined above depend on the level of the physicians’ altruism which is
difficult to estimate in practice. Nevertheless, we contribute by demonstrating which types of
contracts should be used. Furthermore, some papers (see e.g. Godager and Wiesen, 2013) at-
tempt to estimate a distribution of altruism coefficients which may be used to estimate second-
best contracts.

We did not consider physician capacity constraints. In this case budgeted payment may be-
come necessary to implement first-best behavior as Emons (2013) shows. Our model assumed
symmetric information between the physicians with regard to their altruism. Furthermore, we
did not examine side contracting or repeated interactions between the physicians. Further re-
search could examine to what extent these limitations affect the ability of the payment system
to improve the allocation of treatments.
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Appendix: Mathematical Proofs

A.1 Theorem 1

Proof.

Definition 1. If a treatment vector T⃗ 1 yields a higher expected patient welfare than another

vector T⃗ 2, i.e. EW (T⃗ 1) > (≥)EW (T⃗ 2), this is denoted by

T⃗ 1 ≻ (⪰)T⃗ 2. (22)

To determine the optimal vector of treatment paths, it can first be noted that it can never

be optimal to refer a patient in case 1 to the specialist and then refer him back, because it

only incurs costs dS without adding any benefit. Likewise, it can not be optimal that the

specialist refers back patients in both cases 2 and 3 simultaneously. Furthermore, it can not be

optimal for the specialist to treat patients of the same type differently. Consequently, the set

of candidates for the first-best optimum is

P1

P1

P1

 ,


P1

S

P2

 ,


P1

P2

S

 ,


P1

S

S

 ,


S

P1

P1

 ,


S

S

P2

 ,


S

S

S


 . (23)

If (T1 S P2)
T ⪰ (T1 P1 P1)

T then (T1 S S)T ≻ (T1 S P2)
T for any treatment path T1 since

(T1 S P2)
T ⪰ (T1 P1 P1)

T ⇐⇒ κL ≥ cS − cP + dS[1 +
p

(1− p)(1− q)
],

and κH > κL =⇒ (T1 S S)T ≻ (T1 S P2)
T .

(24)

Therefore, any treatment path (T1 S P2)
T is dominated.

Furthermore, if (S P1 P1)
T ⪰ (P1 P1 P1)

T , then (S S S)T ≻ (S P1 P1)
T since

κH > κL ≥ dS + cS − cP . (25)

The remaining, non-dominated treatment path vectors are
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(P1 P1 P1)
T , (P1 P2 S)T , (P1 S S)T and (S S S)T . The first-best treatment path vector is

determined by calculating the constraints on the model constants under which each candidate

treatment path vector is optimal, i.e. delivers an equal or greater expected patient welfare than

all the other candidates:

T⃗ FB =



(P1 P1 P1)
T if (P1 P1 P1)

T ⪰ (P1 S S)T ,

(P1 P1 P1)
T ⪰ (P1 P2 S)

T ;

(P1 P2 S)
T if (P1 P2 S)

T ⪰ (P1 P1 P1)
T ,

(P1 P2 S)
T ⪰ (P1 S S)T ;

(P1 S S)T if (P1 S S)T ⪰ (P1 P2 S)
T

(P1 S S)T ⪰ (S S S)T ,

(P1 S S)T ⪰ (P1 P1 P1)
T ;

(S S S)T if (S S S)T ⪰ (P1 S S)T .

(26)

It is simple to verify that the missing inequations are already implied by (26):

(P1 P1 P1)
T ⪰ (P1 S S)T =⇒ κL < dS + cS − cP

=⇒ (P1 S S)T ≻ (S S S)T ,

(P1 P2 S)
T ⪰ (P1 S S)T ⇐⇒ κL < cS − cP

=⇒ (P1 S S)T ≻ (S S S)T ,

(S S S)T ⪰ (P1 S S)T ⇐⇒ κL ≥ dS + cS − cP

=⇒ (S S S)T ⪰ (P1 P2 S)
T , (P1 P1 P1)

T .

(27)
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A.2 Theorem 2

Proof. The PCP’s incentive constrained are fulfilled and no rent payment occurs.

Specialist:

The specialist’s participation constraint is fulfilled:

EΠS = p(γS
S

∗ − cS − dS) + (1− p)(1− q)(γP2
S

∗ − dS)

= pp0L min(−βSκL, 0)

− (1− p)(1− q)p0H min(−βSκL, 0)

= 0.

(28)

Her incentive constraints are fulfilled as well, since γS
S
∗−γP2

S

∗
= cS+min(−βSκL, 0). IC2

S is

obviously fulfilled, IC1
S is fulfilled since [κH − κL]βS ≥ 0 and βSκH ≥ 0. The non-negative

payment constraints are fulfilled as well since p0LβSκL < κL ≤ dS + cS − cP < dS + cS and

therefore γS
S
∗
> 0.

A.3 Theorem 3

Proof. Stage 2 (Specialist): The ICs are fulfilled by a cost-based FFS contract.

Stage 1 (PCP): Let 0 ≥ (1 − p)qβPκL: γP2
P exactly fulfills their non-negative payment con-

straint. Fulfilling IC1
P with equality already fulfills IC2

P , hence γP1
P = cP + γS

P + βPκL. In-

serting this into PCP yields (1−p)qβPκL+γS
P = 0. This implies γS

P = 0−(1−p)qβPκL ≥ 0

as per assumption. Inserting this into IC1
P yields γP1

P = cP + [(1− p)(1− q) + p]βPκL > 0.

Let 0 < (1− p)qβPκL: γP2
P and γS

P exactly fulfill their non-negative payment constraints. γP1
P

exactly fulfills IC1
P , such that choosing a smaller γP1

P is not possible. Therefore the contract

minimizes the rent paid to the PCP. IC2
P and NNP P1

P are fulfilled as well.
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A.4 Theorem 4

Theorem. If βP ≤ β∗
P := (1−q)dS

cS−cP+qdS
, the second-best vector of treatment paths T⃗ SB is given

by

T⃗ SB =



(P1 P1 P1)
T if (1− p)[(1− q)− qβP ]κL + pκH ≤

[(1− p)(1− q) + p](dS + cS − cP ),

κH ≤ cS − cP + dS/p
0
H ,

(1− p)κL + pκH ≤ dS + cS − cP ;

(P1 P2 S)
T if κH ≥ cS − cP + dS/p

0
H ,

κL ≤ (1−q)(cS−cP )/(1−p)
1−q−βP q

;

(P1 S S)T if κL ≥ (1−q)(cS−cP )/(1−p)
1−q−βP q

,

κL ≤ (dS + cS − cP )/(1 + βP ),

(1− p)[(1− q)− qβP ]κL + pκH ≥

[(1− p)(1− q) + p](dS + cS − cP );

(S S S)T if κL ≥ (dS + cS − cP )/(1 + βP ),

(1− p)κL + pκH ≥ dS + cS − cP ,

(29)

else if βP > β∗
P , T⃗ SB is given by

T⃗ SB =



(P1 P1 P1)
T if (1− p)κL + pκH ≤ dS + cS − cP ,

κH ≤ cS − cP + dS/p
0
H ;

(P1 P2 S)
T if κH ≥ cS − cP + dS/p

0
H ,

κL ≤ (qdS + cS − cP );

(S S S)T if κL ≥ (qdS + cS − cP ),

(1− p)κL + pκH ≥ dS + cS − cP .

(30)

Proof. Every feasible treatment outcome except (P1 P1 P1)
T , (P1 P2 S)T , (P1 S S)T and

(S S S)T is dominated in the second-best.
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Since the indiscriminate treatment path vectors (P1 P1 P1)
T and (S S S)T can be implemented

without rent, the proof for this from Theorem 1 still holds.

Calculate the boundaries between the optimal regions:

(P1 S S)T ⪰ (S S S)T ⇐⇒ κL ≤ (dS + cS − cP )/(1 + βP )

(P1 S S)T ⪰ (P1 P2 S)
T ⇐⇒

q(−βPκL) + (1− q)[κL − cS + cP ] ≥ 0 ⇐⇒

κL ≥ (1− q)(cS − cP )/(1− p)

1− q − βP q

(31)

There exists a κL such that (P1 S S)T ⪰ (S S S)T and (P1 S S)T ⪰ (P1 P2 S)
T if and only if

(dS + cS − cP )/(1 + βP ) ≥
(1− q)(cS − cP )/(1− p)

1− q − βP q
⇐⇒

(1 + βP )[(1− q)(cS − cP )/(1− p)] ≤

(dS + cS − cP )[1− q − βP q] ⇐⇒

βP [cS − cP + qdS] ≤ (1− q)dS ⇐⇒

βP ≤ (1− q)dS
cS − cP + qdS

(32)

If βP > β∗
P , (P1 S S)T is never second-best optimal. The rest of the Theorem follows from

(P1 P1 P1)
T ⪰ (S S S)T ⇐⇒ (1− p)(dS + cS − cP − κL)

+ p(dS + cS − cP − κH) ≥ 0 ⇐⇒

(1− p)κL + pκH ≤ dS + cS − cP ,

(P1 P1 P1)
T ⪰ (P1 P2 S)

T ⇐⇒ p(κH − dS − cS + cP )

+ (1− p)(1− q)(−dS + cP ) ≤ 0 ⇐⇒

κH ≤ cS − cP + dS/p
0
H ,

(P1 P2 S)
T ⪰ (S S S)T ⇐⇒ q(−κL + cS − cP + dS)

+ (1− q)[−κL + cS − cP ] ≤ 0 ⇐⇒

κL ≤ qdS + cS − cP .

(33)
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A.5 Lemma 1

Lemma 1. The patients receive the following treatment paths, whenever the condition on the

right side is fulfilled.

(P1 P1 P1)
T , if


mS ≥ βSκH or

βSκH ≥ mS ≥ βSκLand mP ≥ p0HβPκH or

βSκL ≥ mS, and mP ≥ p0HβPκH + p0LβPκL.

(P1 P2 S)
T , if βSκH ≥ mS ≥ βSκL and mP ≤ p0HβPκH

(P1 S S)T , if βSκL ≥ mS and βPκL ≤ mP ≤ p0HβPκH + p0LβPκL

(S S S)T , if βSκL ≥ mS and mP ≤ βPκL.

(34)

Proof. The PCP always weakly prefers to treat a patient without referral rather than after a

back-referral, since she is paid at least as much in the first case as she is in the second case.

Therefore, conditions regarding this have been omitted.

The three conditions that implement (P1 P1 P1)
T imply that the PCP prefers to not refer any

patient type when the specialist 1.) refers back all patients, 2.) refers back low-type patients

and treats high-type patients, and 3.) treats all patients.

The condition that implements (P1 P2 S)
T implies that the PCP prefers not referring low-type

patients and referring patients of unknown type when the specialist treats high-type patients

and refers back low-type patients.

The condition that implements (P1 S S)T implies that the PCP prefers not referring low-type

patients and referring patients of unknown type when the specialist treats both patient types.

The condition that implements (S S S)T implies that the PCP prefers referring all patient

types when the specialist treats both patient types.
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A.6 Theorem 5

Proof. According to Lemma 1, paying a markup mS to the specialist has two effects on the

allocation of treatments. One, the boundary between (P1 P2 S)
T and (S S S)T gets shifted

upwards, two, a region emerges, in which (P1 P1 P1)
T gets played instead of (P1 P2 S)T

and (S S S)T (see Figure 8). We will show that this improves the allocation of treatments if
mS

βS
≤ qdS+ cS− cP , where mS

βS
= κL and mS

βS
= κH define the behavioral boundaries between

’(P1 P2 S)
T and (S S S)T ’ and ’(P1 P1 P1)

T and (P1 P2 S)
T ’ respectively.

Let T⃗mS be the played treatment path vector given mS .

EW FB[(P1 P2 S)
T ] ≥ EW FB[(S S S)T ] ⇐⇒ κL ≤ qdS + cS − cP , (35)

hence expected welfare is improved for T⃗mS = (P1 P2 S)
T .

Turning to T⃗mS = (P1 P1 P1)
T :

EW FB[(P1 P1 P1)
T ] ≥ EW FB[(S S S)T ] ⇐⇒ (1− p)κL + pκH ≤ κ2 and

EW FB[(P1 P1 P1)
T ] ≥ EW FB[(P1 P2 S)

T ] ⇐⇒ κL ≤ κ3.
(36)

Since mS

βS
≤ qdS + cS − cP ≤ κ2 ≤ κ3, expected welfare is improved for T⃗mS = (P1 P1 P1)

T

as well. Furthermore, note that γS
S ≥ 0, thus the non-negative payment constraints are not

violated.

A.7 Theorem 6

Proof. We proceed in the same manner as in the proof of Theorem 5. Paying a markup of mP

to the PCP has three effects on the allocation of treatments. One, for κH ≤ 0 a region emerges

in which (P1 P1 P1)
T gets played instead of (P1 P2 S)

T ; two, for κH ≥ 0 a region emerges in

which (P1 P1 P1)
T is played instead of (S S S)T ; three, a region emerges in which (P1 S S)T
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is played instead of (S S S)T (see Figure 9).

mP

βP

= p0HκH ,

mP

βP

= p0HκH + p0LκL, and

mP

βP

= κL

(37)

define the boundaries between ’(P1 P1 P1)
T and (P1 P2 S)

T ’, ’(P1 P1 P1)
T and (P1 S S)T ’

and ’(P1 S S)T and (S S S)T ’ respectively.

a) First we deal with κL ≤ 0: The allocation of treatments is improved

⇐⇒ EW FB[(P1 P1 P1)
T ] ≥ EW FB[(P1 P2 S)

T ] ⇐⇒ κH ≤ κ3. (38)

Now mP can be raised until mP

p0HβP
≤ κ3 ⇐⇒ mP

βP
≤ dS + p0H(cS − cP ).

Now we deal with κL > 0: For mP

βP
= κ2 > dS+p0H(cS−cP ) the boundary between (P1 S S)T

and (S S S)T is exactly the first-best boundary. Hence, for mP

βP
= dS + p0H(cS − cP ), the

allocation of treatments must be improved.

The first-best boundary between (P1 P1 P1)
T and (S S S)T is given by

EW FB[(P1 P1 P1)
T ] = EW FB[(S S S)T ] ⇐⇒ κL = (κ2 − pκH)/(1− p). (39)

It is less steep in κH than the boundary between (P1 P1 P1)
T and (P1 S S)T for contract

design (III) (see Figure 9), which is given by κL = mP

p0LβP
− pκH

(1−p)(1−q)
. For κL = κH = κ2 it

holds that EW FB[(P1 P1 P1)
T ] = EW FB[(S S S)T ]. Hence, the allocation of treatments for

T⃗mP = (P1 P1 P1)
T is improved for all (κL, κH) given mP

βP
≤ dS + p0H(cS − cP ) < κ2.

b) For κL > 0, the only time rents need to be paid is when the behavior of the physicians

changes. Hence, it is sufficient to prove that the improved allocation of treatments has more

positive welfare effects than the negative effect of the rent payments.

Considering rent payments:

EW [(P1 P1 P1)
T ] ≥ EW [(S S S)T ] ⇐⇒ κL ≤ (κ2 − pκH −mP )/(1− p). (40)
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We insert κH = κL: κL ≤ κ2 − mP . Now, mP can be raised until mP

βP
≤ κ2 − mP ⇐⇒

mP

βP
≤ κ2

1+βP
.

Turning to the boundary between (P1 S S)T and (S S S)T :

EW [(P1 S S)T ] ≥ EW [(S S S)T ] ⇐⇒ κL ≤ κ2 −mP . (41)

Thus, expected patient welfare improves for the rest of the patients as well.

A.8 Theorem 7

Proof. PCP:

γP1
P − γP2

P + 2βPw
!

≥ 0

p0L(γ
P2
P − βPw) + p0H(γ

S
P + βPκH + cP )− γP1

P − βPw
!

≥ 0

(42)

Inserting the cost-based FFS contract yields

βPw
!

≥ 0

βP [p
0
HκH − (1 + p0l )w]

!

≥ 0.

(43)

This is fulfilled if
(
P1 P2 S

)T

is first-best optimal since κH ≥ κ3
w.

Specialist:

βS(κH + w)− cS + γS
S − γP2

S

!

≥ 0

βS(κL + w)− cS + γS
S − γP2

S

!

≤ 0

(44)

Inserting the proposed contract yields (for κL + w > 0)

γS
S − γP2

S = cS − βS(κL + w). (45)

For κL + w ≤ 0:

γS
S − γP2

S = cS. (46)

Profits are 0: EΠS = (1− p)(1− q)(γP2
S − dS) + p(γS

S − cS − dS) = 0. Furthermore, γS
S > 0

if
(
P1 P2 S

)T

is first-best since κL ≤ cS − cP − w.
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A.9 Theorem 8

Proof. PCP:

(I) :γP1
P − γS

P − cP − βP (κL − w)
!

≥ 0

(II) :γP1
P − γS

P − cP − βP [p
0
L(κL − w) + p0H(κH − w)]

!

≤ 0

(47)

Fulfilling (I) exactly (minimizing γP1
P ), fulfills (II) as well. Thus, for w < κL, the proposed

contract fulfills all PCP conditions with information rent (1− p)qβP (κL − w).

For w ≥ κL, (I) is fulfilled with the cost-based FFS contract. The first-best boundary between

(P1 P1 P1)
T and (P1 S S)T is given by

dS + cS − cP = p0L(κL − w) + p0H(κH − w). (48)

Thus, (II) holds as well whenever (P1 S S)T is first-best.

Specialist:

γS
S − γP2

S + βS(κL + w)− cS
!

≥ 0 (49)

needs to hold. This is fulfilled by the cost-based FFS contract since κL + w > 0 whenever(
P1 S S

)T

is first-best (and second-best) optimal.

A.10 Theorem 9

Proof. The ICs that need to be fulfilled for S are

(I) :γP2
S − γS

S ≥ βSκL − cS

(II) :γP2
S − γS

S ≤ βSκH − cS

(50)

Fulfilling (I) exactly, implies (II). Setting the rent equal to 0 delivers the result for the

specialist for κL ≥ 0. This contract fulfills the non-negativity constraints since κL ≤ κ2 =

dS + cS − cP . For κL ≤ 0 the specialist will only treat high-type patients under cost-based

FFS. The PCP always refers patients under cost-based FFS since the specialist will only treat

high-types.
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A.11 Theorem 10

Theorem. Consider the alternative information structure. Let
(
P1 P1 S

)T

be first-best

optimal. The treatment path can be implemented in the following way:

1. For κL ≥ 0:

If 0 ≥ (1− pq̂)[p̂0HβPκH − p̂0LcP ], the contract

γP1
P

∗
= p̂0H(βPκH + γS

P

∗
+ cP )

γP2
P

∗
= 0

γS
P

∗
=

0− (1− pq̂)[p̂0HβPκH − p̂0LcP ]

p

γP2
S

∗
= dS + pβSκL

γS
S

∗
= dS + cS − (1− p)βSκL

(51)

implements
(
P1 P1 S

)T

without rent payments for the physicians.

If 0 ≤ (1− pq̂)[p̂0HβPκH − p̂0LcP ], the unique rent-minimizing contract is

γP1
P

∗
= p̂0H(βPκH + cP )

γP2
P

∗
= 0

γS
P

∗
= 0

γP2
S

∗
= dS + pβSκL

γS
S

∗
= dS + cS − (1− p)βSκL

(52)

2. For κL < 0: If

max(−pq̂(βSκL + dS), 0) + max((1− pq̂)βP [p̂
0
LκL + p̂0HκH ], 0) ≥

max((1− pq̂)[βP p̂
0
HκH − p̂0LcP ], 0),

(53)

the contracts from 1. with cost-based FFS payment for the specialist implement
(
P1 P1 S

)T

with minimal rents.
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Otherwise, both physicians needs to receive a markup on immediate treatment. Then the PCP

earns a rent if (1−pq̂)βP [p̂
0
LκL+ p̂0HκH ] ≥ 0 and the specialist earns a rent if βSκL+dS ≥ 0.

If rents accrue to both physicians, the unique rent minimizing contract is

γP1
P

∗
= βP (p̂

0
LκL + p̂0HκH) + cP

γP2
P

∗
= 0

γS
P

∗
= 0

γP2
S

∗
= 0

γS
S

∗
= cS − βSκL.

(54)

Proof. 1. The PCP is incentivized to refer only high-type patients and the specialist is in-

centivized to treat them and refer any back any low-type patients if they were referred (see

Appendix A.10). The ICs that need to be fulfilled for P are

(I) : p̂0L(γ
P1
P − γP2

P ) + p̂0H(γ
P1
P − γS

P − βPκH − cP ) ≥ 0

(II) : γS
P − γP1

P ≥ −βPκH − cP

(55)

γP2
P can be set to 0 to minimize rents. This changes (I) to

(I∗) : γP1
P ≥ p̂0H(βPκH + γS

P + cP ) (56)

If (I∗) is binding, (II) is fulfilled. Let γS
P = 0. The PCP is fulfilled and a positive rent

accrues to P if and only if

EΠP = (1− pq̂)(p̂0HβPκH − p̂0LcP )
!

≥ 0 (57)

and the rent-minimizing contract is

γP1
P

∗
= p̂0H(βPκH + cP )

γP2
P

∗
= 0

γS
P

∗
= 0

γP2
S

∗
= dS + pβSκL

γS
S

∗
= dS + cS − (1− p)βSκL

(58)
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γS
S
∗ ≥ 0 because κL ≤ κ2, thus NNP is fulfilled.

Otherwise, the outcome can be implemented by setting the rent to 0:

EΠP = (1− pq̂)[p̂0H(βPκH + γS
P + cP )− cP ] + pq̂γS

P
!
= 0 ⇐⇒

γS
P =

−(1− pq̂)[p̂0HβPκH − p̂0LcP ]

p
.

(59)

2. The specialist can be incentivized to treat all referred patients by paying her a markup on

treatment of −βSκL compared to back-referral. This leads to a rent of ΠS = max(−pq̂(βSκL+

dS), 0). The ICs for the PCP are now

(I) : γP1
P − γS

P ≥ βP (p̂
0
LκL + p̂0HκH) + cP

(II) : γS
P − γP1

P ≥ −βPκH − cP

(60)

Fulfilling (I) exactly, implies (II). If rents accrue, they are minimized by setting γS
P = 0. The

PCP’s profits are now ΠP = (1 − pq̂)βP [p̂
0
LκL + p̂0HκH ]. If the sum of PCP’s and specialists

profits are smaller than the PCP’s profits from the contract in 2

⇐⇒ max(−pq̂(βSκL − dS), 0) + max((1− pq̂)βP [p̂
0
LκL + p̂0HκH ], 0) ≤

max((1− pq̂)[βP p̂
0
HκH − p̂0LcP ], 0),

(61)

the specialist should be incentivized to treat all referred patients.

A.12 Theorem 11

Theorem 11. Consider the alternative information structure. Consider the contract

γP1
P

∗
= cP

γP2
P

∗
= cP

γS
P

∗
= 0

γP2
S

∗
= dS + pmS

γS
S

∗
= dS + cS − (1− p)mS

(62)

with mS ≤ βS(cS − cP ). This contract is always welfare enhancing over the cost-based FFS

contract.
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Proof. Under the cost-based FFS contract, the resulting treatment path vector is
(
S S S

)T

for κL > 0(
P2 S S

)T

for κL ≤ 0.

(63)

Under contract (62) it is 
(
S S S

)T

for κL > mS

βS(
P2 S S

)T

for κL ≤ mS

βS
.

(64)

In the first-best
(
P2 S S

)T

yields larger expected welfare than
(
S S S

)T

if and only if

κL ≤ cS − cP . (65)

Thus, the proposed contract is welfare enhancing if and only if mS ≤ βS(cS − cP ).
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